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Abstract

What can the social psychology of racial bias teach us about the potential for racial bias in policing? Because social psychological research is mostly laboratory based and rarely includes police officers, direct generalizability is limited. However, social psychology has identified robust risk factors that make individuals more likely to engage in disparate treatment—even without overt prejudice. This article maps these situational risk factors to common experiences in modern patrol policing. Specifically, we identify the following situations common to patrol policing as risk factors that make bias more likely to result in discrimination: discretion, novice status, crime focus, cognitive demand, and identity threats. Where possible, we also review studies that include officers, and take place in policing-relevant contexts. With the map provided in this article, we exhort psychologists to translate previous laboratory findings to field settings to advance the practice of democratic policing and expand the science of bias.

(149 words)
Introduction

In the two-and-a-half years since Officer Darren Wilson shot and killed Michael Brown, Jr. in Ferguson, Missouri, violent encounters between police and communities have frequently dominated America’s news cycle. The fact that so many of these encounters feature officers shooting a Black man—who is often unarmed—has also heightened concerns that race plays a troubling role in policing and in the broader society. For instance, a representative poll of U.S. adults revealed that 60% perceived fatal police encounters with Black Americans to be signs of a broader problem of racism (Morin, Parker, Stepler, & Mercer, 2017). As a result, the public, researchers, and policymakers continue to ask: What is the role of racial bias in policing? This is a question psychological science should be uniquely well suited to address.

Social psychology in particular boasts a voluminous literature on the mechanisms responsible for discrimination (Fiske, Gilbert, & Lindzey, 2010). Of note, the scientific consensus is that, in addition to personological, individual difference factors that dominate lay conceptions of racial discrimination (e.g., trait-based prejudices, authoritarianism, and social dominance orientation), situations play an important role in predicting discriminatory behaviors (Dovidio, 2001; Goff, 2013; Goff, Steele, & Davies, 2008; LaPiere, 1934). Consequently, social psychology conceptualizes of discrimination (as it does for nearly all behavior, see Epstein & O’Brien, 1985; Mischel, 1968) as a combination of personal risk factors modified by situational ones. In the context of policing, therefore, social psychology should be able to identify the elements of policing that are most likely to produce racially discriminatory outcomes—possibly resulting in the loss of liberty or life.

But it does not. At least, not yet.
Despite a sizable literature and an appropriate framework for diagnosing contexts within policing that are vulnerable to discriminatory behavior, few empirical psychological studies engage police officers or even realistic police-relevant contexts. As a result, questions about the role of racial bias in policing do not have a robust scientific literature from which to find answers. The goal of this article is to build a theoretical bridge between two worlds: the experiences of patrol officers and the psychological science of racial bias. By aligning known predictors of discrimination with the situational risk factors present in modern policing, we hope to outline both a set of risk factors for bias in policing that can be useful to practitioners, and a research agenda for scholars who care about how basic psychological science translates to this vital domain. While personal and situational risk factors are both important, in this article we focus on situations because they suggest especially actionable possibilities for intervention.

A Framework for Understanding Racial Bias in Policing

We organize the article in terms of five experiences common to contemporary policing, each of which corresponds to robust categories of risk factors for discriminatory behavior: discretion, being a novice, crime focus, cognitive demand, and identity threats. Each of these features of modern patrol policing have one or more psychological risk factors associated with them (see Table 1). In each section, we detail the psychological risks most associated with the experience (referring back to previous sections where a psychological risk factor applies to more than one patrol experience). Along the way, the article speaks to gaps and inconsistencies in the psychological research that bear on these domains and are especially critical to questions about police policy and practice.

It is important to note as we explore risk factors for biased behavior in policing, this article does not engage deeply with the character of police, which might be described by various
individual differences. Among the most robust findings in psychology is that biased behavior need not be a reflection of individual character. Additionally, situations present opportunities for reducing the influence of bias on behavior, as opposed to individuals’ levels of bias, which are likely more resistant to change. For these reasons, the article is framed in terms of situational risk factors rather than personality types.

We have chosen to focus on the experiences of patrol officers in part because the majority of contact between law enforcement and residents occurs with officers patrolling a “beat.” To be sure, non-patrol activities also present risks for engaging in discriminatory behavior. For example biases may skew how/when/whether an officer interviews witnesses, structures a lineup, or interprets evidence. But these are beyond the scope of the present article.

Table 1

*Map of Policing Risk Factors to Psychological Routes to Discrimination*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Psychological Routes to Discrimination</th>
<th>Situational Risk Factors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>SDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>Aversive Racism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>Stereotypicality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>“Shooter” bias and Black-crime associations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>Bias in nonverbal behaviors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>Stereotype threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretion</td>
<td>Masculinity Threat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice Status</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crime Focus</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Demand</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identity Threats</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Instead, this article focuses on identifying the research on racial bias that has included actual patrol officers as participants and discusses the research most relevant to policing contexts that has been conducted with non-officers, largely in laboratory settings. In most of these cases,
new research is needed to determine how generalizable laboratory research is to actual policing contexts. We begin with the experience of discretion.

**Discretion**

Police officers have more decision-making latitude about what happens to community members the lower they are in the organizational hierarchy, with officers on patrol duty given a great deal of discretion (Walker & Katz, 2011; Wilson, 1980). Officers on patrol face situations in which there is no one mandated course of action, and so they are free to make decisions throughout an interaction with a civilian, any of which can have substantial impact on the communities they are sworn to protect. At an even more basic level, discretion includes not just decisions within an interaction, but whether an interaction happens in the first place, and with whom. Understanding the role that situational ambiguity plays in officer decision making, much of police training is geared towards helping officers make sense of ambiguous situations (Fielding, 1988; Haberfeld, 2002). Still, there is no training that can prepare officers for the broad array of contexts they will encounter. And this chronic exposure to ambiguity overlaps with the psychological literature on bias, which consistently observes that ambiguity leads to a higher likelihood that of discriminatory behavior. What follows is a review of the literature that identifies ambiguous situations as a robust risk factor for engaging in discriminatory behaviors.

**Discretion and Social Dominance Orientation**

Situations in which officers can exercise discretion can make disparate outcomes more likely because discretion allows officers’ prejudice to influence their decisions (Dovidio, 2001; Kalev, Dobbin, & Kelly, 2006). One form of explicit prejudice that may be more likely to influence decisions in patrol situations when officers may exercise discretion, is Social Dominance Orientation (SDO). SDO measures individuals’ support for hierarchies that
discriminate against members of lower social strata (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999). This literature demonstrates that individuals who self-report higher levels of SDO are more likely to engage in discriminatory behavior when given the opportunity. While many forms of explicit prejudice have declined over time, SDO continues to exert an influence on behavior without the expression of this attitude having been diminished by prevailing social norms (as demonstrated by numerous surveys and experiments).

SDO tends to be higher in police officers compared to members of the general public, college students, and public defenders, even controlling for demographic variables (Sidanius, Liu, Shaw, & Pratto, 1994). In this combined laboratory and field study, Sidanius and colleagues recruited Los Angeles Police Department officers, public defenders, students, and members of the general public recruited from jury pools, and showed individuals with higher levels of SDO tended to choose to go into policing (i.e. they have pre-existing higher levels of SDO). Given this evidence of higher SDO in policing and the ability for discretion to permit individual biases to influence behavior, the link between SDO and officer decision-making should be a high priority among researchers.

**Discretion and Aversive Racism**

Having more discretion, and in particular having multiple possible explanations for one’s behavior, increases the likelihood that discrimination will result from a form of bias known as aversive racism. In the literature on aversive racism, individuals explicitly affirm their egalitarian values, but on some level they also hold implicit biases and/or negative affective responses to members of stigmatized groups, a dissonant feeling they find uncomfortable or “aversive” (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2004). Recognizing this contradiction between one’s values and actions can pose a threat to a person’s self concept, heightening their concern about appearing racist. The
literature on aversive racism is largely laboratory-based, and no studies to the current authors’ knowledge have investigated aversive racism in policing. In student and general samples, though, aversive racists are at higher risk of engaging in discriminatory behavior in situations in which the social norms or individuals’ accountability for their actions are ambiguous.

Laboratory experiments of aversive racism demonstrate how ambiguous social situations with multiple possible courses of action and alternative explanations for discrimination can present opportunities for aversive racism to translate into discriminatory patterns of behavior. For instance, in one study, White women college students were randomly assigned to hear a call for help from either a Black or a White person (Gaertner, Dovidio, & Johnson, 1982). Some participants were assigned to hear the call for distress while engaging with a group (who were non-responsive to the call for help) while others were alone when they heard the call. Participants who were alone responded equally quickly to Black and White calls for help. However, participants heard the distress call while engaged with a (non-responsive) group were nearly twice as fast to respond to someone who was White and in distress than someone who was Black. Consistent with the aversive racism formulation, when group norms are not strong (i.e., you are in a group that does not respond to calls for help), racial bias emerges.

In fact, this particular combination of low explicit bias and high implicit bias predicts a range of discriminatory behaviors, from interpersonal interactions to selection decisions. For instance, in another study, college undergraduates engaged in either an intra-racial or interracial interaction. During the interaction, participants’ explicit attitudes predicted differences in their verbal behavior toward Black versus White interaction partners. On the other hand (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000; Gaertner & Dovidio, 1986), their implicit attitudes, measured by reaction times to pairings of Black and White faces with positive and negative words, predicted differences in
their nonverbal behavior toward their interaction partner (Dovidio, Kawakami, & Gaertner, 2002). Importantly, the interaction partners rated participants’ warmth and friendliness as corresponding more closely to participants’ non-verbal behaviors, than to participants’ verbal behaviors, producing a mismatch of participants’ self-perceptions of friendliness, and their partners’ perceptions of their friendliness.

Aversive racism also predicts discrimination in outcomes like hiring and college admission decisions (Dovidio & Gaertner, 2000; Gaertner & Dovidio, 1986). Though a preference may not emerge between highly qualified Black and White applicants, when choosing between middling applicants, aversive racism results in a strong preference for the White applicant versus the Black applicant. Though conducted in the laboratory, these studies serve as proof of concept that aversive racism results in discriminatory behaviors and biased outcomes, especially when accountability for participants’ actions is ambiguous – in this case, when choosing between middling applicants, participants could easily attribute their choice of the White applicant to some factor other than applicant race.

Importantly, while no research has directly examined aversive racism in policing, it is reasonable to hypothesize that increased levels of officer discretion may also facilitate biased behavior in line with an aversive racism framework. Similarly, because standards of probable cause and reasonable suspicion—important elements in determining officer behaviors towards community members—are notoriously difficult to specify, increased police/civilian contact with an enforcement mindset may also produce the kind of normative ambiguity that promotes racially disparate treatment. Consequently, it appears that policing is a fertile domain in which to pursue future research in aversive racism, and we encourage researchers to take up the opportunity.
**Discretion and Stereotypicality**

The degree to which someone looks like the stereotype of one’s group may also influence perceptions, decision-making, and behaviors in ambiguous situations. For instance, laboratory research by Kahn and colleagues demonstrated that stereotypicality influences standard metrics of implicit bias (Kahn & Davies, 2011) and are also associated with racial disparities in field settings (Kahn, Goff, Lee, & Motamed, 2016). In a random sample of booking photos, Kahn and colleagues found that, controlling for type of arrest, reported level of resistance, and the presence of drugs and alcohol in a suspect’s system, ratings of suspects’ phenotypic stereotypicality were negatively associated with severity and likelihood of force for White suspects. That is, the more stereotypically “White” a suspect looked, the less force was used on them even when controlling for other factors. Interestingly there was no relationship between stereotypicality and force for Black suspects in the same sample.

The stereotypicality of a target has also been linked to higher levels of “shooter bias” in computer simulations (Kahn & Davies, 2011), and even an increased likelihood of the death penalty (Eberhardt, Davies, Purdie-Vaughns, & Johnson, 2006). Again, this research suggests that further research on the role of suspects’ racial stereotypicality in police decisions is both necessary and urgent.

**Being a Novice**

Police officers receive many different forms of training, beginning before they interact with civilians in an officer capacity. General training tends to focus on the specific kinds of tasks involved in patrol policing, providing the opportunity to practice and develop skills. Separate trainings tend to focus on reducing bias. Even in general trainings, though, mere practice and repetition tend to help officers to complete tasks more accurately, reducing the influence of bias.
on their behavior even if bias is not specifically addressed. In general, training is ongoing, practice and expertise are crucial, and in the meantime officers will encounter situations for which they have not have had the opportunity to prepare.

As individual officers gain experience, they are vulnerable to the effects of being a novice. For officers, this may manifest as they acclimate to their patrol responsibilities, to police culture, or to the cultures of the neighborhoods they patrol. Across several domains in psychology, the literature on task expertise concludes that individuals with more practice tend to be more likely to complete tasks accurately (e.g., MacLeod, 1998), and less likely to engage in discrimination (e.g., Kawakami, Dovidio, & van Kamp, 2005; Plant & Peruche, 2005). Researchers have built on this literature, showing various domains in which practice helps to build expertise, and further, how practice on accuracy in weapon identification and shooting decisions may reduce racial biases. In the domain closest to policing, researchers have examined the effects of practice—or training—in the context of laboratory shooting simulations. These tasks are thought to reflect bias that stems from participants’ implicit associations of crime-related concepts with Black men, as demonstrated in one study by statistical correlations between student participants’ awareness of Black-crime stereotypes, and their racial bias in the decision to “shoot” images of unarmed Black versus White individuals in a first-person shooting task (Correll, Urland, & Ito, 2006).

Novice Status in “Shooting” Situations

Payne and colleagues created one of the first laboratory “shooting” related tasks, observing racial bias in student participants’ errors when detecting whether they saw a gun or a tool, and showing empirical support for one reason why shooting decisions tend to be racially biased: people may be more likely to mistake an object for a gun, when primed with images of
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Black compared to White men (Payne, 2001; for more detail, see the section on crime focus). Plant, Peruche, and Butz (2005) created a similar task, but during each of 160 experimental trials, gave participants a choice to shoot or not shoot a target person who was accompanied on-screen by either a gun or other object. Over the course of these trials, student participants made racially biased shooting errors at first, for example being more likely to “shoot” unarmed Black targets compared to unarmed White targets. By the second half of the task, these biased errors decreased to non-significant levels. In a controlled experiment, Plant and colleagues gave some participants their race-weapon task, and other participants a control task – one day later, the participants who practiced the control task showed racial bias on the race-weapon task, but the participants who had practiced the race-weapon task did not. This experiment therefore demonstrated the causal role of a training task in reducing the expression of racial bias in shooting errors. Importantly, Plant and Peruche (2005) replicated the effect of practice on diminished racial bias in shooting errors in a sample of 50 police officers.

Correll and colleagues created another variant of this first-person shooter task, showing participants a series of experimental trials each with an image of either a Black man or White man holding a gun or object in different naturalistic settings, and presenting a choice to either “shoot” or “don’t shoot” within a short deadline on each trial, as short as 630 milliseconds (Correll, Park, Judd, & Wittenbrink, 2002). Correll and colleagues have shown that both students and officers in laboratory simulation settings show racial bias in shooting errors, erroneously “shooting” unarmed Black targets more frequently than unarmed White targets, and doing so faster, and also choosing “don’t shoot” more frequently in response to armed White targets compared to armed Black targets, and also doing so faster. Correll and colleagues also

---

1 A meta-analysis supports the robustness of these effects (Mekawi & Bresin, 2015).
brought in police officers and community members to participate in their shooter task, and observed that community members showed racial bias in both their error rates and reaction times, while police officers showed bias only in their reaction times, and not in their error rates (Correll et al., 2007). A subsequent study of undergraduates in the laboratory demonstrated one possible reason why participants with more expertise tend to exhibit higher accuracy: when these undergraduates practiced the shooter task and then returned two days later, their accuracy tended to increase and bias tended to decrease (Correll et al., 2007). However, the accuracy-improving effects of training have also been shown to be diminished when Black-crime stereotypes are relatively more salient, showing how a crime focus can attenuate this beneficial effect of practice (Sim, Correll, & Sadler, 2013).

These studies begin to reveal how practice and expertise can reduce racial bias in the decision to shoot, among students, community members, and officers—at least in simulated laboratory settings. Further research is needed to address the role of training, practice, and expertise in officers’ actual decisions, or at the very least, in settings that more closely approximate actual police work. These questions may become more relevant in regard to modern policing settings where novice officers have contact with civilians in higher-crime areas, where reducing crime is especially salient—and thus crime-related stereotypes may be especially accessible. These decisions, too, are likely to be impacted by high levels of officer discretion, in which more officer decisions may be subject to bias (and may be improved by more practice).

Importantly, the “shooter” simulations described in this section all institute short response deadlines, which create time pressure that is relevant to real-life situations in which a person may be armed. In contrast, some studies that have attempted to determine the role of racial bias in officer decisions to shoot have allowed participants unlimited time in which to make their
decision – a feature that makes these decisions less similar (and perhaps less relevant) to potentially dangerous interactions in real life, and allows participants unlimited time in which they may correct for the effects of bias on their decisions (e.g., James, Vila, & Daratha, 2013). Further research will need to take notice of this critical aspect of officer decision-making. The next section discusses time pressure in more detail, as one example of a situational determinant that makes discrimination more likely.

**Novice Status and Explicit Prejudice**

Returning to a form of explicit prejudice described earlier in the section on discretion, SDO is also related to officers’ levels of experience, in that more experience actually predicts higher levels of this explicit form of prejudice. In addition to the selection effect described earlier, in which officers have higher levels of SDO than members of the general population, an earlier, longitudinal study of officers over the course of an 18-month training found that SDO additionally increases the longer an officer serves on the force (Teahan, 1975). This study suggests that SDO, which broadly predicts greater levels of racially discriminatory behavior (Sidanius & Pratto, 1999), is both more common in police recruits and increases further with time on the force. While existing findings do not provide sufficient grounds for making stronger claims, these findings provide sufficient reason to call for additional research in this area.

**Crime Focus**

Policing has always emphasized officers’ role in controlling crime, even at the expense of other important goals such as protecting the public safety, providing service to the public, having positive interactions with citizens, or being accurate. In contemporary contexts, crime focus might include assigning more officers to patrol higher-crime neighborhoods in pursuit of a crime deterrent effect. Modern incentive structures reinforce the focus on crime control, often
rewarding arrests and citations but often not helpfulness or accuracy. This chronic focus on crime control can also act as a risk factor for discrimination because it heightens the accessibility of pervasive stereotypes associating Black people (in general) and Black men (in particular) with crime-related concepts (Eberhardt, Goff, Purdie, & Davies, 2004). We have already seen that novice status tends to increase the effects of some of these Black-crime stereotypes, and next we will review how crime focus can act as its own risk factor.

Showing effects of crime focus on stereotype-based mis-identification of suspects by real officers, Eberhardt and colleagues (2004) recruited police officers to participate in a study where participants were presented with a picture of a potential suspect. The suspect was either Black or White. Immediately before seeing the suspect, participants were either subliminally primed with words associated with crime (e.g., crime, investigate, arrest, apprehend) or nonsense letter strings. After officers saw the suspect, they were given a surprise memory task that involved picking the original suspect out of a lineup of other suspects of the same race. Each of the five faces in each lineup were pretested so that they could be arrayed in a scale from most to least phenotypically stereotypical for their racial group. The target face was the mid-point of that stereotypicality scale (with two more stereotypical faces and two less stereotypical faces also displayed). Results revealed that officers who had been primed with crime-related words were no more or less accurate than those who had not. However, when they misremembered (which was the majority of the time) they made more stereotypical errors for Black suspects when primed with crime than when unprimed. Likewise, they made less stereotypical errors for White suspects when primed with crime than when unprimed.

Eberhardt and colleagues (2004) specifically manipulated crime focus, which influenced the extent to which racial stereotypes influenced their [mis-]identification behavior. In situations
like this, discretion (discussed above) and cognitive demand (discussed below) are also relevant risk factors. In particular, this finding recalls the effects of discretion on the risk of making errors due to a person’s stereotypicality (Kahn & Davies, 2011; Kahn et al., 2016), errors that can additionally be amplified by a situational focus on crime.

As another prominent example of racial stereotypes strengthened by a focus on crime, Payne and colleagues have developed a program of research showing a bias toward identifying guns (compared to non-gun objects) following brief exposure to Black faces compared to White faces (Bishara & Payne, 2009; Govorun & Payne, 2006; Payne, 2001, 2005, 2006; Payne, Lambert, & Jacoby, 2002; Payne, Shimizu, & Jacoby, 2005). In particular, this research has shown that participants are more likely to mistakenly identify non-gun objects as guns when the objects are paired with images of Black men’s faces, compared to when they are paired with images of White men’s faces. In these experiments, participants receive instructions to identify each object that appears on a computer screen as either a gun or a tool—while ignoring images of faces.

In addition to the roles of novice status and crime focus as risk factors that increase the influence of Black-crime stereotypes, these stereotypes also pose an especially high risk in situations in which officers have to make decisions very quickly, and/or in which there are multiple demands on their cognitive capacity—both also common features of modern patrol policing. We discuss these risk factors next.

**Cognitive Demand**

One reason modern patrol policing is such a challenging job is that officers experience sometimes-life-threatening situations in which they must make a decision very quickly, or in which there are many simultaneous demands on their attention. Psychological models of human
attention tend to show that people have limited capacity for processing information simultaneously (e.g., Broadbent, 1958; Navon & Gopher, 1979; Pashler, 1994), and there is no reason to believe policing would be an exception. The literature on cognitive demand and racial bias holds that when the demands of a situation exceed the processing resources available, the processing resources that are typically devoted to controlling the expression of racial bias are otherwise occupied, and are more likely to fail. As noted in the section on crime focus, especially in reference to Black-crime stereotypes, several risk factors may simultaneously make discrimination more likely: for example, discretion, crime focus, and cognitive demand may have an additive effect in making errors based on stereotypicality more likely (e.g., Eberhardt et al., 2004; Kahn & Davies, 2011; Kahn et al., 2016). Specifically, the role of cognitive demand as a risk factor is that it prompts a reliance on cognitive shortcuts, such as stereotypes.

More precisely, a limited capacity for executive function means that people draw on the same resources for all operations that require this set of cognitive processes—including controlling one’s expression of bias, inhibiting other undesired actions, directing one’s attention and avoiding distraction, planning, choosing, reasoning, and holding things in working memory—each of which is more prone to error when the available resources are relatively scarce (e.g., Macrae, Bodenhausen, Milne, & Jetten, 1994; Miller, 2000; Robinson, Schmeichel, & Inzlicht, 2010). This can happen when cognitive load is relatively high, for example when a person is engaged in an especially difficult or taxing task while facing a simultaneous distraction that divides one’s attention. It can also occur when available cognitive resources are relatively low, such as when time pressure necessitates the same amount of information processing, despite less time to process the information. In these relatively demanding situations, people are more
likely to rely on simplifying assumptions such as stereotyping (e.g., Macrae, Milne, & Bodenhausen, 1994), which, again, heightens the risk of biased behavior.

**Time Pressure and Black-Crime Associations**

We have already seen that novice status and crime focus both amplify the effects of Black-crime associations, and next we will review how cognitively demanding situations can also act as risk factors. Black-crime associations are especially likely to result in discrimination in situations in which officers have to make decisions very quickly, a common situation encountered in modern patrol policing. Taking a closer look at relative cognitive resources as a situational risk factor for racially biased behavior, resource depletion is associated with increased reliance on stereotypes (Bodenhausen, 1990; Govorun & Payne, 2006; Macrae, Milne, et al., 1994; Pendry & Macrae, 1996). As just one example, the Implicit Association Test (IAT)—one relatively early standard for measuring implicit attitudes—was built on the premise of having limited time to respond, and on the premise of having to respond to more-versus-less cognitively demanding blocks of trials (e.g., trials with bias-inconsistent associative pairings, versus trials with bias-consistent pairings; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998).

As one example of time pressure as a risk factor for Black-crime associations resulting in discrimination, a program of research by Payne and colleagues, described in detail in the preceding section on crime focus, shows a bias toward perceiving weapons following Black face primes especially when participants are given a short amount of time to respond. When participants are given unlimited time to complete this task, they tend to correctly identify the guns and tools, regardless of whether the objects appear in the presence of a Black or White man’s face. Participants do typically identify guns faster when they accompany Black versus White men’s faces, suggesting that even with unlimited time, seeing Black men’s faces tends to
prime participants to perceive guns more quickly—however, time pressure intensifies these effects.

When given a short response deadline, participants are significantly more likely to mistake a tool for a gun when paired with a Black versus White man’s face. In other words, when faced with a split-second decision, race influenced participants’ tendency to perceive a gun that was not actually there (Payne, 2001, 2006). This evidence is reinforced by research that controls for image brightness and contrast using desaturated images that have been equalized for these properties, or by using line-drawing images (e.g., Eberhardt et al., 2004). While one set of explanations suggests people learn Black-crime associations from base rates of criminality in their social surroundings, given that people tend to hold these associations even as they pertain to Black children (Goff, Jackson, Di Leone, Culotta, & DiTomasso, 2014), base rates cannot fully explain this set of findings. Taken together, this research shows time pressure tends to increase the risk of anti-Black bias related to perceiving even non-existent weapons.

While these laboratory simulations are loose approximations of actual police work (often including pressing keyboard buttons on a computer rather than pulling a trigger to simulate shooting), some of these studies do suggest a stronger link to actual police behavior. A series of studies in field settings with police reveal patterns of racial disparities in behavior, including Eberhardt and colleagues’ (2004) study on suspect identification described above in the section on crime focus. In addition to demonstrating an effect of cognitively demanding situations, this particular example also shows one way in which crime focus and discretion simultaneously act as risk factors for stereotype-based errors.

**Divided Attention in Interracial Interactions**
In addition to time pressure, other situational factors can place demands on individuals’
cognitive capacity for controlling prejudiced behavior, including interracial interactions
themselves. If the stress of an interracial officer-civilian interaction were itself a risk factor for
discrimination, that would be important to know – and research in laboratory settings indicates
this is likely, though the research has not yet been conducted with officers. Recalling the effects
of aversive racism from the section on discretion, interracial interactions can themselves
sometimes result in adverse outcomes despite egalitarian intentions.

As shown in research by Shelton, Trawalter, and Richeson and their colleagues, one
cause of depleted cognitive resources is the stress of interracial interactions (Richeson,
Trawalter, & Shelton, 2005; Salvatore & Shelton, 2007; Shelton, Richeson, Salvatore, &
Trawalter, 2005; Trawalter & Richeson, 2006). Interracial interactions can be stressful to non-
White group members due to concerns about being the target of prejudice (Shelton et al., 2005)
or about not being respected (Bergsieker, Shelton, & Richeson, 2010) while majority group
members may be concerned about being perceived as racist, or about not being liked (Bergsieker
et al., 2010)—all of which are experiences that tend to deplete available cognitive resources. In a
paradigmatic example of these laboratory experiments involving actual face to face interactions,
White participants perform worse on a subsequent measure of cognitive control after a
conversation with a Black experimenter, compared to White participants who interacted with a
White experimenter (Richeson et al., 2005). The greater their individual levels of implicit bias as
measured by an IAT, the worse participants subsequently performed on the cognitive control task
after an interracial (but not same race) interaction. Therefore, intergroup contact, thought to be a
protective factor under conditions of equal status and shared goals (e.g., Pettigrew & Tropp,
2006), can itself act as a risk factor in the short and medium term in its asymmetrical and fraught tendencies.

**Identity Salience and Identity Threats**

With public perceptions that racial disparities in policing reflect a broader problem of racial bias, it may not be surprising that a recent Pew study found fully 86% of officers believe that high-profile incidents of anti-Black violence have made their jobs harder (Morin et al., 2017). Similarly, 68% of officers in the same study believed protests following fatal shootings were motivated by anti-police bias. Whether or not officers’ jobs have become harder due to factors like decreased civilian compliance, officers’ subjective experience of being seen as prejudiced can also influence their cognition and behavior. What are officers’ day-to-day experiences of their social identities as police officers, and what are the consequences? The psychological literature on identity salience and threat does not yet include a robust literature on law enforcement officers, but some studies in these areas suggest ways that identity could matter in policing contexts.

**Identity Salience**

Research on identity salience is part of a larger literature on Social Identity and Self-Categorization Theories, in which individuals’ sense of identity ranges from one’s own personal identity, to their sense of belongingness in different social groups, known as collective identities (e.g., race, ethnicity, gender, religious group, nationality). These collective identities create the context for intergroup relations. When a group identity becomes salient, individuals tend to be more likely to focus on their group’s needs and goals, rather than their own individual needs and goals (Tajfel, Billig, Bundy, & Flament, 1971; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Turner, Oakes, Haslam, & McGarty, 1994). While research has not examined the effects of different and overlapping
collective identities in police officers, identification with law enforcement is often an important aspect of an officer’s life (Bahn, 1984; Loftus, 2010; Rubin, 1972). This suggests that the psychological role of identity may be similar to other important identities studied in other laboratory and field settings.

The dynamic nature of social identities means that social situations can threaten the self concept by making a particular group membership salient. Occasionally, this dynamic property of social identities can be harnessed, resulting in less negative outcomes. For instance, Dovidio, Gaertner and colleagues have found that asking participants to think of themselves at broader levels of collective identity, thereby creating a “common ingroup identity,” can effectively shift the inclusiveness of the ingroup, and therefore reduce intergroup bias (Gaertner, Rust, Dovidio, Bachman, & Anastasio, 1994). As one example, students who were prompted to consider themselves as students in general, rather than as students of their particular, French-speaking university, were less likely to discriminate against students from a non-French speaking university (Yzerbyt, Dumont, Wigboldus, & Gordijn, 2003). In this and other experiments built on the common ingroup identity model, individuals’ motivation shifts toward the benefit of the currently salient, broader collective group. This idea may be one reason for the intuitive appeal of community-oriented policing programs: if officers identify more strongly with the broader community, an “us-versus-them” mentality may shift toward a collective “we” mentality, aligning officers’ and community members’ goals and outcomes.

**Identity Threats**

An identity threat refers to a social stimulus that causes an individual to feel concern that their value as, status of, or membership in an important social category may be reduced. For instance, an honors student being laughed at by a teacher may feel their identity as “smart” is
threatened in that situation. Here, we discuss two forms of identity threat that may be especially applicable to policing: stereotype threat and masculinity threat. Stereotype threat is a concern with being evaluated in terms of or confirming a negative stereotype about one’s group (Steele & Aronson, 1995). That concern often leads to negative performance in contexts where an individual faces a challenging task. Masculinity threat describes a tendency for some men to reassert their masculine self concept in the face of real or imagined challenges to one’s standing as positively masculine (Vandello, Bosson, Cohen, Burnaford, & Weaver, 2008).

**Stereotype threat.** The threat of confirming a negative stereotype about a group one belongs to, for example non-White and low-SES students’ concern about confirming stereotypes about these groups’ poor academic performance, actually tends to *cause* long-lasting detriments to performance in academics, athletics, the dynamics of interpersonal interactions, and a wide range of other identity-relevant domains, in both laboratory and field settings (see, e.g., Steele, 1997; Steele & Aronson, 1995).

In the first and most widely-replicated field experiment investigating stereotype threat, high-performing college students were given a set of difficult standardized test questions, and were instructed the test was either not diagnostic of their academic ability; or that the test *was* diagnostic of their academic ability. The “diagnostic” condition presented an identity threat to Black students: specifically, making salient the possibility that they might perform badly on this alleged test of their academic ability, thereby confirming negative stereotypes about Black students’ academic ability. While no group differences were observed in the control condition, in the threat condition, Black students solved significantly fewer problems correctly than White students—with these results adjusted for any differences in SAT scores.
Stereotype threat extends to many other domains—as just one example, in cross-race interactions, Whites’ concern about appearing racist causes more negative intergroup interactions (Goff et al., 2008), with another study showing the resulting discomfort tends to decrease interest in interracial interactions over time (Pearson et al., 2008). Studies of stereotype threat in real life settings observe detriments to performance in many different domains—anywhere a person’s identity can be threatened, for example, where an identity is underrepresented—including low-SES students’ academic performance (Croizet & Claire, 1998); women’s performance on math tests (Spencer, Steele, & Quinn, 1999), an effect which has been shown separately to be even stronger for women who strongly identify with their gender (Schmader, 2002); White men’s math performance when taking a test alongside members of a stereotypically higher-performing group (Aronson et al., 1999); White men’s athletic ability, and Black men’s “sports intelligence” (Stone, Lynch, Sjomeling, & Darley, 1999). Laboratory experiments also show strong evidence for how and why identity threats tend to hamper performance: the threat of confirming a negative group stereotype tends to raise blood pressure (Blascovich, Spencer, Quinn, & Steele, 2001) and tends to occupy the same short-term memory capacity that is needed to perform the academic tasks in question (Schmader & Johns, 2003; Schmader, Johns, & Forbes, 2008).

In the published literature, stereotype threat has not been tested in policing settings. However, in contexts where racial tensions between police and communities are high, it is reasonable to hypothesize concerns with appearing prejudiced may influence officer interpersonal performance. If this leads to more interpersonal disfluency, as it has in previous laboratory settings (Goff et al., 2008; Richeson & Shelton, 2003), this concern should motivate further research translating stereotype threat to the field of policing.
Masculinity threat. In the domain of gender, a person’s identity as a man is also subject to threat. Broadly, men are more likely to affirm their own masculinity after it has been threatened, in ways ranging from prejudice to discrimination and sometimes aggression. For example, a study of male college students showed that when threatened by receiving bogus personality test feedback indicating they themselves had feminine (vs. masculine) qualities, they exhibited heightened negative feelings toward effeminate-seeming (but not masculine-seeming) gay men on average (Glick, Gangl, Gibb, Klumpner, & Weinberg, 2007).

Threats to a person’s racial and gender identities are not mutually exclusive, as shown by two experiments in which experiencing racial discrimination tends to heighten the effects of masculinity threat for Black men, but not for White men (Goff, Di Leone, & Kahn, 2012). In these experiments, Black male college students affirmed male gender norms more strongly, and completed more pushups, thought to reflect an expression of dominance, compared to White male college students, after an episode of racial discrimination. The second study showed one reason White men may not have experienced the need to re-affirm their masculinity as strongly: they tended to compensate by reaffirming their relatively higher social status. From these experiments, we can see that identity threats can result in dominant physical behaviors, showing how such threats affect behavioral outcomes and performance, in addition to individual measures of prejudiced attitudes.

Identity Salience and Stereotype Threat. The salience of one’s different group identities can also shift the effects of stereotype threat, when one’s different group memberships are linked to different group stereotypes. Shih, Pittinsky, and Ambady (1999) conducted a laboratory study in which undergraduate Asian-American women completed a difficult math test. Based on cultural stereotypes in the United States of women’s low quantitative ability and Asian
Americans’ high quantitative ability, the researchers predicted that highlighting these students’ female identity would threaten their performance, while highlighting their Asian American identity would boost their performance. Indeed, participants whose female identity was salient performed significantly worse than participants in the control condition, and participants whose Asian American identity was salient performed significantly better than participants in the control condition. The researchers also ran this study in Vancouver, BC, where stereotypes of Asian Americans do not include superior quantitative ability, and found that Asian American identity salience in a culture lacking this stereotype did not predict a boost in performance. In other words, these effects are linked to stereotypes, and not the actual identities associated with those stereotypes.

**Future Directions and Potential Implications**

In this section, we suggest next directions in research that follow from open questions in the literature we have described. In almost all cases, we call for research on the phenomena identified in the psychological literature, applied to the specific kinds of situations and contexts in modern patrol policing we have identified as likely risk factors. Rigorous field research on these risk factors should be done before any attempt to intervene at scale, and yet field research on sensitive issues is challenging in contexts where practitioners may reasonably doubt researchers’ intentions or efficacy. A comprehensive guide on how to partner with police agencies on research is beyond the scope of the current article, but in broad terms, researchers and practitioners have many goals in common, and we consider it helpful to maintain a research focus on actionable findings that help police do an even better job of protecting public safety. In the short sections that follow, we present examples of research that would be especially helpful in policing contexts, within the categories of risk factors we have identified.
Future Research on Discretion and Bias in Policing

Little psychological research has directly examined the role of discretion on police behavior. Still, laboratory and some field studies on SDO, aversive racism, and stereotypicality provide a basis for believing that high levels of discretion in patrol officers leaves them vulnerable to disparate treatment of residents based on their race. While there may be trainings and policies that attenuate that risk, primary research on this topic is warranted.

Anecdotal evidence from the Austin Police Department (APD) is also consistent with this perspective. In a recent report by the Center for Policing Equity in collaboration with the Urban Institute and the White House Police Data Initiative, an analysis of APD’s vehicle stops revealed an unusually high “hit rate” following traffic stops (Goff, Lloyd, Geller, Raphael, & Glaser, 2016). A “hit rate” is the percentage of investigatory stops that returned illegal contraband, and is often used as a measure of police efficiency (Knowles, Persico, & Todd, 2001). While no comparative analyses were run, and no direct tests were conducted, the Chief of APD at the time attributed the relatively high rate (compared to other published hit rates) to having restricted the discretion of his officers to stop or inspect motor vehicles (Goff et al., 2016). Analyses of departments that feature these types of restrictions on officer behavior could provide natural experiments for scholars investigating the role of discretion across mechanisms for bias.

Future Research on Novice Status and Training in Officers

When has there been enough training, “practice,” or expertise developed to trust someone with the power to take away someone’s life or liberty—and to do so equitably? At a time when departments nationwide are implementing training programs with the explicit intention of reducing the effects of racial bias, research is needed to understand what forms of experience and training may improve outcomes. As we have seen, experience sometimes improves outcomes,
and sometimes may not. Though more experience may help officers make more accurate, less biased shooting decisions in laboratory simulations, longer time on the force also appears to increase levels of explicit prejudice. There are many possible explanations for these different kinds of effects, and more research is needed to understand the domains in which experience and training influence racial disparities in different ways. Factors such as relative staffing shortages may also influence the average experience levels of different departments, and these factors should also be explored.

Although it might appear otherwise from the rapid deployment of anti-bias training programs, little yet is known about the various possible effects of different forms of trainings. This set of research questions is especially time-sensitive due to recent calls by policymakers for anti-bias trainings, especially focusing on implicit bias. The authors of this article firmly support the rigorous design and testing of such trainings. In policy documents ranging from the President’s Task Force on 21st-Century Policing (Final Report of the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing, 2015) to the recently issued U.S. Department of Justice findings in Baltimore (Investigation of the Baltimore City Police Department, 2016), police departments are being urged to implement implicit bias training.

Several training protocols have emerged in response to demand, but these programs have not yet been assessed for their ability to produce a change in behavior—even by measuring behavior before and after training in a single location—much less by comparing the effects of randomly assigned different trainings. Given the political urgency and lack of scientific grounding, it is particularly important that research on training take place. Similarly, it is important to discern between trainings and mere information sessions because there is little evidence to suggest that a raising of consciousness about the existence of implicit bias will
produce significant changes in discriminatory behavior (Glaser, Goff, & Charbonneau, in press). Still, the distinction is rarely made in the emerging police training field, providing yet another opportunity for researchers to add professional clarity and advance the scientific literature.

Similarly, departments that require longer periods of community exposure before allowing officers to patrol on their own may provide opportunities for fruitful research. For instance, the New Haven Police Department requires officers to walk their assigned beat for a year before fully certifying them as officers (Buffa, 2013). Other departments mint officers after relatively brief stints in a training academy and even briefer field training assignments. Understanding the optimal length of these kinds of exposure protocols is an important question for both practitioners and scientists.

**Future Research on Crime Focus in Policing Contexts**

Research on training protocols would be most fruitfully conducted in tandem with research on crime focus and its associated racial stereotypes. While it is unlikely to discover a police department that does not encourage their officers to focus on crime reduction, there is wide variation in the degree to which officers are incentivized to have additional professional obligations. Specifically, the distribution of so-called “Community Policing” programs is particularly relevant. Though many bemoan that the term community policing is used to describe such diverse—and even contradictory programs (Greene & Mastrofski, 1988), department policies that promote engaging communities in positive and relationship-building contacts (as opposed to promoting crime deterrence) provide great opportunities to measure the influence of non-crime-focused intentions. For instance, requiring officers to meet a quota of positive contacts, rewarding officers who build community equity, and providing officers with opportunities to engage communities in recreational contexts may blunt some of the negative
consequences of a chronic crime-focused orientation. Each of these policies varies by departments (Cordner, 2014; Skogan & Hartnett, 1997), offering a natural opportunity to study their effects. A carefully designed study would both advance the science surrounding how mindsets influence stereotype application and help to address long-simmering debates about the influence of community policing on racial disparities in policing (Eck & Rosenbaum, 1994; Greene & Mastrofski, 1988).

**Future Research on Cognitive Demand in Policing Contexts**

Currently, though there is some work on time pressure and “shooting” decisions, there is no direct test of the role that divided attention, cognitive depletion, or interracial interactions have on officer-level racial biases. However, if particular policing policies or strategies increase the volume of police/citizen contacts, it is reasonable to wonder about the increased cognitive demand officers may incur as a result. In the other direction, it is also reasonable to wonder about whether training and expertise may attenuate the potentially biasing effects of time pressure and divided attention, and, again, what kinds of training may be more or less helpful. Further research is needed to translate the robust laboratory findings on cognitive demand, including time pressure and divided attention, into actual police patrol contexts.

**Future Research on Police Officer Identities**

Despite strong theoretical predictions and results from laboratory and field settings in a number of domains, to our knowledge there have not yet been studies of stereotype threat, masculinity threat, or identity salience as risk factors among police officers. Based on a long history of research on social identities and the motivational and cognitive consequences of identity salience and threats, we would suggest that future research address the possibility that different levels of identity might predict different consequences, especially in officer-civilian
interactions. In particular, threats to different aspects of an officer’s identity, for example threats to their social status, racial or gender identity, or to their sense of identity as a police officer, may put their performance at risk in the domain of keeping people safe. There is far too little research on the effects of police officers’ identities, and the resulting dynamics for interactions with civilians. For example, in interactions with people with different racial or gender identities, an officer’s own racial or gender identity may become more or less salient, influencing the course of the interaction. An officer’s collective identity with other police officers is likely relevant to other interpersonal outcomes. For example, when considering situations in which officers have more contact with people who may hold stereotypes of officers as being racist, and in which officers have increased discretion in managing that contact, the potential consequences of identity threats merit further investigation.

**Conclusion: A Call for Continued Research**

What can the psychological science of bias tell us about racial disparities in policing? At present, it is too early to know for certain. But in advance of achieving that certainty, the science does leave clues about where scientists can look to find evidence. In the preceding sections, we have attempted to map some of the most common experiences in contemporary policing to the robust risk factors for bias in the research literature in psychology. Again, these risk factors do not reflect on the character of individual officers. Rather, most reveal features of situations that make it more likely for any individual to engage in biased behaviors.

For the science of bias to speak compellingly to the realities of bias, more research must leave the laboratory and engage the world of policing. This research should be done carefully and in collaborative partnership with agencies that stand to benefit from its findings. Despite the fact that modern policing features a high degree of discretion, has to recruit novices, encourages
a chronic crime focus, exerts sizable cognitive demands, and promotes a strongly held identity, police departments vary widely in the cultures and policies that govern these experiences. As a result, policing is an ideal field laboratory for enterprising scientists convicted of the need to translate theory to experience.

While the present article may not present an exhaustive list of the experiences common to police patrols that may promote bias, these are among the experiences that most strongly align with robust risk factors in the psychological literature. A more exhaustive review would be welcome, but would also likely require more empirical evidence. Similarly, the present article does not articulate stages of police contact at which each experience might be most likely to influence officer behaviors (see Richardson & Goff, 2012, for a review).

What the present article has done is to demonstrate that, despite the lack of social psychological research on racial bias in policing, there is ample reason to suspect that social psychological factors play a role in policing outcomes. Moreover, there is great variability in the ways that departments regulate the experiences that endanger the fairness of officer behaviors. This natural variation is a topic worthy of study in and of itself, and a feature of the law enforcement landscape ripe for inquiry by social scientists. In the end, this is the strongest conclusion of the present review: That racial bias in policing is in dire need of increased scientific attention. Both practitioners and scholars have a great deal to gain from filling the gaps identified above—as do the uniformed officers sworn to keep us safe and the communities who most need to be able to rely on them.
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